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AN IDENTITY IN THE FREE LIE ALGEBRA

DAVID WIGNER

(Communicated by Jonathan Rosenberg)

Abstract. An identity in the free Lie algebra is shown to imply the theorems

of Friedrichs and Specht-Wever.

Let Sf(V) denote the free Lie algebra on the vector space V over the

field zc. By 'abstract nonsense', we may identify the universal enveloping al-

gebra U(J?(V)) with the tensor algebra &~(V) on V. The algebra 9~(V)

possesses a natural grading, ST(V) = @™^n(V). We have &~°{V) = k

and yx(V) = V. (We consider V as embedded in S?(V) and &{V) as

embedded in U"(V).) Let A denote the diagonal map of J~(V) and p

the multiplication. Let y : &~(V) —> S?(V) be the map defined by the for-

mula y(vx. ,.vn) = [vx[v2...[vnX ,v ]...]] for vx, ... ,vn G V. We define

y|T„(n = 0 and y|T,(K) = ldv. If x G ¥(V) and y G ®™Fn{V), then

y(xy) = ad(x)(y(y)).

Proposition. If xg^"(V), then

po(y® Id_5r(K)) o A(x) = nx.

Proof. The proof is by induction on zz, the cases zz = 0 and zz = 1 being

clear. Let x = vx...vn with vx, ... ,vn G V. We may write A(v2 ...vn) =

1 ® v2... vn + J2 o-t ® b¡ with each ai G 0^ S?~n(V). The inductive hypothesis

gives J2 y(a¡) - b¡ = (n - l)v2...vn . We have

fi o (y 8> W^(K)) o A(rz,... vn) = p o (y ® Id^(K)) {(zz, ® 1 + 1 <8> iz,) ( 1 ® v2... vn

+ ¿Zai®b)}

= vx...vn + ^{ad(zz,)(7(a;.)) • bl + y(af) ■ vx ■ b¡)

= vl...v¿+¿2vry(ai)-bi

= vx...vn+vx-(n- l)v2...vn

= nvx...vn.
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From the proposition we may easily deduce the theorems of Friedrichs

([1, p. 33], [2, p. 170]) and Specht-Wever ([1, p. 34], [2, p. 169]).

Theorem. Suppose that k has characteristic zero.   If x G ^"(V), then the

following are equivalent:

(1) XGJ?(V);

(2) A(x) = 1 ®x + x® 1;

(3) y(x) = nx.

Proof. (l)=>(2). Since (2) is true for an element of degree 1, and if A(x) =

1 <8>x + x® 1 and A(y) = 1 <8>y + y® 1, then A([x,y]) = 1 ®[x,y] + [x,y]® 1,

we get (2) for elements of S?(V) by induction on the degree.

(2) => (3). From (2) and the proposition we have

zz* = ßo(y® I)oA(jc)

= p°{y® 1)(1 ®x + x®t)

= y(x).

(3)=>(1) is clear.
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